100 Community
Conversations about Race
Report to the Human Relations Commission

From protest to promise
From reflection to action
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APPROACH
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• The Conversations were structured in two parts.
• ‘Experience with Race’, the first part, used open-ended questions
and activities. The host could tailor the mix for the group.
Situations and statements provided for the activities were local and
current.
• ‘Ideas for Building a Climate of Belonging’ were sought in the
second part. Discussion was specific to Palo Alto. Different groups
were at different stages in their understanding and reaction to
local racism. Some had very specific ideas; others, more general.
Taken together, they give a sense of Palo Alto’s thinking.
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Sample Size
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There were:

-

32 conversations recorded

-

206 people participated in these
conversations of 1 ½ to 2 hours

-

-

Neighborhood

Downtown/Old Palo Alto/Southgate
(DT North, Crescent Park, University South,
Professorville, Community Center,
Duveneck/St. Francis, Triple El,
Embarcadero Oaks, Leland Manor, Garland
Park, Old Palo Alto, Southgate, Evergreen
Park, Mayfield)
West
(College Terrace, Barron Park, Green
Acres, Greater Miranda, Esther Clark Park)

The sample was diverse, although not
representative of the city

South
(Ventura, Midtown, Palo Verde, St.Claire
Gardens, South of Midtown, Adobe
Meadow, Meadow Park, Charleston
Gardens, The Greenhouse, Greendell, San
Alma, Walnut Grove, Fairmeadow,
Charleston Meadows, Monroe Park)

48% of the sample resided in
Downtown, (or 55% of total residents)
Downtown

West

South

Non-resident

Hills
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF SAMPLE
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The sample of 206 people was diverse, but skewed to women, 56-75 years, White/non-Hispanic

Age

Gender

Male

Female

<35

36-55

Ethnicity

56-75

>76

Asian

Black/African American

Hispanic/Latino

White/NpnHispanic

Multi Racial
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LIMITATIONS
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• The sample is self selected.
• While the sample is diverse, it is not statistically representative of Palo Alto. It is
expected that the the groups, which did not opt in, would have less enthusiasm for the
findings reported and may not endorse the recommended actions. It is not expected that
they would have radically contradictory conclusions.

• The period May 25 to Juneteenth is busy.
• Conversations competed with graduations, year-end school activities and summer
vacations.

• California's statewide eviction moratorium was scheduled to end June 30th.
• Housing advocates who hoped to host these were scrambling to push legislators on the
local, county, and state level to extend the moratorium.

• Publicity was nearly non-existent, a result of limited volunteer capacity and
budget.
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HIGHLIGHTS
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• The Conversations provided an opportunity for a deep discussion
about race. Approximately 30% of the participants had not had a
conversation about race in Palo Alto before.
• Classicism may compound problems of Racism in Palo Alto. If the
issues of Black and Brown Palo Alto were addressed, we wouldn’t
be finished. Issues of belonging go beyond Black and Brown Palo
Alto, beyond Asian Palo Alto.
• Issues of racism are compounded by increasing economic disparity
and a lost of sense of place.
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LEARNING
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• Learnings centered on white privilege
• Groups mentioned a new awareness of the intracies of neighborhood
watch, the reality of local racism, and the loss of community as the city
becomes ‘too wealthy’
• That PoC in Palo Alto suffer micro-aggressions in stores and other places in Palo
Alto was a shock --- that was the word they used - to each one of them!!
• There was learning about the subtleties of how exclusion and racism are felt. It
helps to hear more stories from others.
• Ever greater awareness of white privilege, that we don't have to think about
how we dress or behave in public to be treated with respect. Reminders of
police profiling, low expectations from teachers for students of color (Black and
Hispanic).
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Q12 Learnings During the conversation, was there new awareness? Of what?

EXPERIENCE
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• Experiences in Palo Alto reflected a changing Palo Alto, where economic
disparity compounds racial privilege and lessens a sense of place; DIE
programs that were not uniformly staffed and funded; and a PAPD that
was often, but not consistently sensitive to the community.
• Racist incidents were shared; the refusal to rent, same with a few jobs, refusal
to negotiate car purchase, feeling more uncomfortable at Foothill park now
that it's been opened up. People seem more hostile, as if they're outsiders or
intruders.
• People shared experiences about surveillance, experiences with the police
which led to distrust.
• Some DIE programs were described as under-resourced, important to have in
place, but not to staff and invest in and not always eliminating barriers to
promotion to decision-making levels.
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Q. 10 Were any experiences shared that helped the group’s discussion? Describe them.

EMOTION
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• Some emotional expressions were general while others were
specific. They expressed anger, sadness, and the start of
understanding.
• lamenting changes in PA so only rich tycoons will be able to live here
• dismayed that we are still facing so much racism - "even" in Palo Alto.
• The Four Corners activity and the "n" word situation were the richest
discussion because we really had to think from all 4 perspectives. Putting
ourselves in the committer’s shoes generated a lot of thought about why
someone would do that.

Q11 Emotions Did any statement get an emotional response?
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PERSONAL COMMITMENTS
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• Individuals expressed their personal commitment to further understanding of
the lived experience of Black and Brown Palo Alto, to advocate change, and to
learn helpful behaviors.
• There was a commitment to further conversations

• “we agreed that conversations are a good way to learn more and take a new perspective”
• “the entire group was in favor of continuing this important discussion,”
• “everyone felt that we all need to …. continue the dialogue about systemic racism”

• Commitment to push for progress

• “find a public policy initiative that would improve justice in policing”
• “need to push on Council to create real community”
• “lobby for our educational institutions to present an accurate picture of our history,
whether flattering or not”
• “write/speak to City Council, police chief about police transparency

Q.13 What changes in individual attitudes and behaviors were discussed? Committed to?
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PERSONAL COMMITMENTS,
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continued

• Commitment to building community
• “… discussion about community and ways to create more community and
people getting to know each other better”
• “pull to be more activist … changing how they interact and welcome
marginalized communities”

• Commitment to reading
• “committed to learning more, reading to understand how people of
different races feel”

• Commitment to being an ally
• “people want to learn more about ways to be up-standers rather than
bystanders”
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GOING FORWARD
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• To enhance inclusion and a sense of belonging, these recommendations are made
to the HRC
• HRC Convene Civic and Community Partnerships around
•
•
•
•

Policing
Education
Housing
Community Engagement

• HRC Propose Belonging as a City Priority in 2022
• In conjunction with the Race and Equity Task Force, which updates Policy and Services in
September 2021

• A priority would allow a deeper dive into questions, such as
•
•
•
•
•

What does it mean to belong?
How is belonging manifested in a community?
Does belonging mean something different to different age or population segments?
Who in our city feel they don’t belong or no longer belong?
What do ‘I’ need to do?
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POLICING
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• HRC assess the need, potential utility, scope of responsibility for a
citizen oversight committee
• to address police accountability and transparency
• to complement the Independent Police Auditor
• to add specific definition to the HRC liaison role

• Propose that the HRC conduct forums on topics related to policing
• Similar to the forum on Eight Can’t Wait, centered on outside expertise,
with HRC, City Manager, PAPD, and City Council representatives
• Providing an informative foundation for decision-making and a forum for
questions particular to Palo Alto
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EDUCATION
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HOUSING
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• The HRC will identify ways to:
• Identify and address barriers to accessing housing
• Advocate for a housing stock that meets the needs of a socially and
economically diverse community.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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• The HRC form a consortium of civic and community organizations
to tackle community engagement
• Leverage limited resources in the city and in the community
• Capitalize on similar visions and intent
• Implementation could include programs, activities, forums, study sessions,
citizen oversight
• City Staff take responsibility for initial organizational structure and
statement of purpose
• Subsequently a Board or the entire group establish annual priorities
• HRC report semi-annually on progress against goals
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, continued
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Based on the Conversations, examples of implementation include:
• Conversation
• Come to the Table, tailored to city conversation
• Seminars and Training
• Rigorous study of local racism

• Focus groups with Conversation hosts and POC to establish early work plan
• Baseline programming to understand Who benefits; why inclusion; WHY we want a more
inclusive community
• City and the various departments to become informed about who feels they don't belong
in Palo Alto
• “Training such as bystander training, facilitating difficult conversations, conflict
resolutions, etc. or sponsor these training opportunities by providing grants”
• Quantify and qualify racial impacts, unintended consequences, of local resolutions
• Institute racial equity goals for City staff, leadership, and contractors
• Adult Education, U.S. and Local Racial History; Contributions of Black and Brown people
in Palo Alto
• Extensions of 21 Day Equity Challenge
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, continued
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• Messaging

“It would be great if Palo Alto adopted some kind of consistent
messaging that can be shared throughout town in schools, businesses,
stores, etc. regarding being inclusive and not making assumptions
based on how someone looks.”
• Get out the Vote Campaign
• Apolitical
• Emphasis on informed citizenry, aware of local issues

• Events

• Mini grants for block parties
• City grants to create cultural events, such as international festivals”
• Service Clubs such as Rotary and Kiwanis want to help the City put on events
that bring people together
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
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• Conversations were described as Rich, Encouraging, Profound
• “Participants appreciated the opportunity for a serious discussion.”

• The report and follow through are anticipated.

• “The key now is for the HRC to actually roll the output into an executive
summary of findings and to use that to create and drive a "change agenda". Let's
get this done!!”

• Some saw Palo Alto as more classist than racist.

• “Participants felt their sense of "belonging" in their neighborhoods is decreasing
over time, as the city seems to become more and more wealthy”
• “On the other hand, while Palo Alto has a reputation for being wealthy, elitist,
white, privileged and out of touch, it's much more "values"-based as a City than
other rich suburbs. And it's because of those shared values -- mostly progressive
ones -- that we feel like we belong”

Q16 Is there anything else that you would like to add?
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APPENDICES
I. SUMMARIES OF CONVERSATIONS
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SYSTEMIC CHANGE
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• Barriers exist to being or becoming a belonging community. These
include:
• Economic disparities
• These are real, increasing, and a barrier to feeling comfortable in the city

• Racism
• Classism
• Beyond racism, there is also reference to estrangement and changing values
that extend the scope of racism and challenge the perceptions of who we are as
a community

• Stereotypes
• It is human nature to rely on stereotypes where experience is lacking
• “Cultural stereotypes and ignorance can lead to racist treatment”
• “We interact badly because we rely on stereotypes indiscriminately.”
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Q14. What do our city institutions, neighborhood associations, and other community organizations need to
do to support inclusion

SYSTEMIC CHANGE
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• Ideas to build a belonging community clustered into four areas.
• Community Engagement

• “Breakdown the silos of our networks.”
• “…community groups can come together and collaborate on common goals.”
• “Local businesses, corporations and school district could be part of the solution through
raising awareness and affirmative action.”
• “people were interested in how a choir exchange might strengthen ties between
churches of predominantly different races.”
• “Working in the schools to have these conversations and using NextDoor as a way to
broaden them”
• “We need to keep talking and not let the conversation lapse. Palo Alto has many
neighborhood associations which can be the driver of these conversations.”
• “The group wanted to see programs that would encourage people to interact, work with
their neighbors and really get to know them.”
• “one of the best ways to address structural racism is to help people get to know each
other.”
August 10, 2021

SYSTEMIC CHANGE,
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continued

• Policing
• “There was a focus on the police bargaining agreement which is up for renewal as an opportunity to make
some real systemic changes.”
• “Advocate for better police training, community support, and communication”
• “Create processes by which the police department would be more open and accountable to the public.”
• “More police transparency. Change policy on police scanner access. Enact rest of 8 Can't Wait. Challenge the
culture of his department to use less force, be less defensive of officer misconduct.”
• Affordable Housing
• ‘Promote affordable housing through flexible zoning re height restrictions, and density”
• “police, teachers, fire people don't live in our community; one of the highest priorities is finding ways to
change that so we don't feel so estranged and separated. “
• “Change zoning to get more economic diversity here and bring back the middle class.”
• “Concerns about zoning policy (that favors) luxury rather than affordable housing
• “property deeds for parcels in the City of Palo Alto should be edited to remove racial prohibitions “
• “Zoning needs to be flexible in order to attract projects that are win-win for the builder as well as the
community. One must be willing to compromise on the height restrictions in Palo Alto and density in order to
get housing built.””
• “the biggest issue is HOUSING - must be more affordable, available, and more inter-mixed zoning so that
then schools will be more intermixed “
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SYSTEMIC CHANGE,
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continued

• Education
• “Emphasize inclusion more in the schools and less so test scores and
accomplishments (piano, tennis, ballet etc.).”
• “It is not right that public schools vary in different neighborhoods. All kids
deserve a good education.”
• “We wondered about joining forces with East Palo Alto for education.”
• ‘Palo Alto schools need to revisit the history they teach to ensure all sides
are represented, even the "ugly" parts (for example, how East Palo Alto was
formed and how Black Americans were not eligible for home loans, etc.) we
need to "own the past." ‘
• “Black and Hispanic teachers in the school system provide role models for
all students, White and Non-white “
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100 Community Conversations about Race Summary of your conversation

Q4 Have you (the host) had a conversation about
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BACKGROUND
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• City Council
• Recognized that we have a significant opportunity to affect real and lasting
change through discourse as a community (June 1, 2020)
• Affirmed that Black Lives Matter (June 8, 2020)
• Committed to address systemic racism and bias (June 8,2020)
• Established four ad hoc committees (June 15, 2020)
•
•
•
•

Diversity and Inclusion
Police Policy Manual, Data and Hiring
Police Accountability and Transparency
Public Safety Alternatives
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BACKGROUND, con’t
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• City Council
• Directed the Human Relations Commission (HRC) to produce a report
on the black and brown history and current lived experience in Palo Alto (June 15, 2020)
• The HRC recommended at the conclusion of the report that it aspire to convene 100
community groups to meet and discuss issues of race and belonging (January 19, 2021)

• PAUSD
• The Equity and Student Affairs Department led the community through the 21 Day Racial
Equity Challenge (February. 2021)

• The HRC complemented efforts by Council and School District
• Council and Staff focused on city institutions
• PAUSD focused on schools
• HRC Conversations focused on community members
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• Vision
• Palo Alto is a model for equity and belonging, vested in diversity, inclusion, and equity, and
committed to putting words into action

• Goals
• Engage in brave and honest conversation
• Identify personal behaviors and make a personal commitment to change
• Identify root causes and specific local initiatives/policy to reshape our community and address
structural racism

• Inclusion Criteria
• Live, work, study, worship, shop in Palo Alto
• The aim was to generate many different ideas. Diversity was sought; representative sampling,
which is relevant for quantification and projections, was not sought.

• Conversations were to be held between May 25 and Juneteenth. That time frame was
extended to allow for graduations, summer vacations, and year end activity.
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